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COURSE OUTLINE PROPOSAL: FILMMAKING
COURSE OVERVIEW
Filmmaking is perhaps the most demanding of the major forms of human expression. It is capital
intensive, cerebrally and emotionally challenging as well as technologically exacting.
In order to distill the teaching of the art and craft of film (for, crucially, it is both) in a six week
course, it is imperative to focus on the main purpose the world of moving pictures has found in it’s
century-long history: storytelling. Specifically, a kind of storytelling not based on expositional
words but utilising and appealing to the senses. For film, more-so than any other existing
medium, engages more senses then any other.
Hence, the focus of this course is two-fold: that students learns the means, vocabulary and
language of cinematic storytelling - which is, essentially, sensory storytelling - and through the
passage of the course, acquire the basic technical skills necessary for the future of their personal
and professional expression.
COURSE OUTLINE
Week 1: The Birth of the Moving Picture
Day 1: Introduction to the history of film as moving picture, starting in 19th century France with
the Lumiere brothers and the social, technological and artistic evolution of a new medium through
the ‘silent’ era.
Day 2: Introduction to how a camera works by capturing light: the basics of lens selection, focus,
exposure etc. Interactive activity with camera and lights. Basic three-point lighting instruction and
execution.
Day 3: Introduction to and history of visual language, syntax and vocabulary - augmented by a
historical approach from the earliest dichotomy between the Lumiere brothers and Melies through
to the work of DW Griﬃth.
Week 2: Filmaking as three stages of production.
Day 1: The writing process - introduction to script form and execution. Instruction of story, plot
and character arc and development.
Day 2: The shoot - introduction to how a film set works and functions with its many moving parts.
Augmented by interactive in class activity.
Day 3: The editing process - basic vitals of shot analysis, selection and pairing.
Week 3: The Two Senses - Sound and sight.
Day 1: Sight - introduction to the concept of mise-en-scene and its many utilisations, executions
and eﬀects in film.
Day 2: Sound and Music - introduction to the use of sound and music in film - dialogue and SFX.
Day 3: Interactive directing actors workshop where students take turns directing each other or
acting students in given cinematic scenarios. ASSIGNMENT: The creation and direction of a 4
minute ‘silent’ scene where students will script, enact and edit a short scene without dialogue or
music. Black and white.

Week 4: Performance
Day 1: Directing actors - the basics of cinematic performance with a basis in the ‘methods’ of
Stanislavsky, Stella Adler and Meisner.
Day 3: Playback and analysis of scene assignment.
Week 5: Making a Movie
Day 1: Preparing the students to make a short 5 minute film through the mechanics of preproduction and production. Assignment: prepare and film a short film.
Day 2: Editing - students will be guided through the multifarious editing process of their creations.
Day 3: Final review and feedback of short film assignment.

